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From all white to all wow

Three fresh paint palettes enhance the lines of an American
Foursquare BY KATHRYN O’SHEA-EVANS + ILLUSTRATIONS BY DRAWGATE INC.
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“EVERY HOUSE on our

street is white,” Jamie
Barwegen says of the 1910 home
she shares with her husband and
their two boys, in Watseka, Illinois.
“We want ours to stand out!” To
give them some ideas, we turned
to Bonnie Krims, an architecturalcolor consultant based in
Massachusetts.
“To me, the house looks dirty in
plain white—tired and dated,” says
Krims. Because the Foursquare’s
simple architectural details can
get lost, Krims modernized three
historical color palettes to help
them pop. In the warm yellow
version at right, subdued blue
accent colors highlight the house’s
latticed window muntins and new
shutters. “You wouldn’t ordinarily
see shutters on a Foursquare, but
they add polish,” Krims says.
“Wow,” Jamie says. “We can’t
believe that’s our house! It looks
so much warmer and more
welcoming now. We’re in love.”
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Here are three updated paint
schemes that emphasize a
Foursquare’s charms.

soft yellow “There are a lot of yellow houses out

there, but this color is particularly warm,” Krims says
of the body hue above. She picked a creamy white for
the trim and two similar shades of gray-blue for the
fascia, windows, and doors. “You don’t see too many
yellow houses with blue window frames, so that adds
instant visual interest,” she says. Paint: Valspar’s
Jekyll Crane Cottage Yellow (1), Royal Gray (2),
Mystique (3), and Retro-Colonial Blue (4).
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cool blue The Barwegens wanted to see their Foursquare
with a blue body, so Krims complied, choosing a hue she calls
“pleasant—not too light, not too dark.” Creamy off-white
and sage-green trim colors accent the porch columns and
window trim. “The black shutters make for a nice contrast,”
Krims says. Paint: Glidden’s Shady Blue (1), Muir Woods (2),
Oyster Shell (3), and Black (4).
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The Fireview is a
high-efficiency,
airtight, woodburning cookstove
that is perfect for
home, cottage or
camp. It serves as a high-output
room heater, a cooking appliance
and, with an optional water jacket, a
source of hot water. For even more
cooking versatility add
the optional gas side
burners.
Models
Adorned
withalso
copper, brass, nickel
or chrome, each
custom built Elmira Stove Works
appliance is true to its era,
while offering the performance
and features found in the most
modern kitchen appliances.
Models available in gas, electric,
dual fuel or wood-burning.

Let us build one for you.

olive green “Sage is overdone as a body color, in my book,”
Krims says. “This green has more yellow in it, so it’s lively.” She
chose a bold tan hue for the window trim and contrasting deep
red for the door. “No matter which palette they pick, their house
will stand out as something different,” Krims says. Paint: Behr’s
Seedling (1), Honey Tea (2), Coastal Beige (3), and Rumors (4).
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Let us build one for you.

ElmiraStoveWorks.com
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1-800-295-8498
1-800-295-8498

FOR MORE INFORMATION, SEE DIRECTORY, PAGE 95
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